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Abstract

We describe a computationalmethod for dockingflexible molecules into protein binding

sites. The method uses a genetic algorithm (CA) to search the combined

conformation/orientationspace of the molecule to fred low energyconformations.Several

techniques are described that increase the efficiency of the basic search method. These

includethe use of severalinteractingGA sub-populationsor niches;the use of a "growing"

algorithm that initially docks only a small part of the molecule; and the use of gradient

minimization during the search.To illustrate the method, we dock Cbz-GlyP-Leu-Leu

(ZGLL) into thermolysin.This system was chosen because a well refinedcrystal structure

is availableandbecauseanotherdocking methodhadpreviouslybeentested on this system.

" Our method is able to find conformations that lie physically close to and in some cases

lower in energy than the crystal conformationin reasonable periods of time on readily

" availablehardware. MAS]'_R
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I. Introduction
I

One of the most sought after goals of computer aided drug design is the ability to

design a ligand that strongly binds to a biologically important receptor. This is a complex

problem but one that can be broken down into several smaller ones, some of which have

been solved but most of which are still open. The major pieces are experimentally

determined binding site geometries, methods to dock ligands into proteins, and accurate

force fields to quantitatively predict binding energies. High resolution protein structures

that define binding sites are becoming available using either x-ray crystallographic or

solution NMR techniques. Several methods are being developed to search the ligand-

protein conformation space to fred energetically favorable binding geometries for specific

ligands. Force fields that describe the internal motion of the proteins and the interaction of

ligands with proteins have been developed, but they still suffer moderate to serious

problems of accuracy. Models of the important water layer about the protein-ligand

complex have been and are being developed, but much work still needs to be done to
)

increase accuracy and computational efficiency. In addition to these requirements, a long

term need is the ability for the computer to design ligands by itself, i.e. to search molecule

space as well as conformation space.

This paper presents a new approach to the ligand-protein docking problem. A

number of methods have been reported in the literature1-1s, each of which treats some

aspects of the problem. A complete model of ligand-protein docking requires; (1) ligand

flexibility; (2) protein flexibility; (3) variable positioning of the ligand; and (4) full protein-

water-ligand interactions. The DOCK method of Kuntz, et al. 8,9,11'16,17 for instance treats

a simplified model in which ligand and protein flexibility are ignored. Our present method

treats the following model. The ligand can be freely positioned and is fully flexible. Full

protein-ligand interactions are used. However, the protein is held rigid and only

crystallographically determined waters are included. We give a more complete comparison

of our method to others in the literature in the Conclusion section. We use a genetic

. algorithm 19"24(GA) to guide the conformational search. The GA method has been used by

a number of groups for conformation searching of model systems 25, small molecules 26.27,

. proteins 28"3°and DNA 31, and it has been largely successful. In particular, the method

appears to be faster than both simulated annealing 25and directed search27. Other chemical



applicationsof the GA that have been reportedinclude protein 32 33and polymer34folding,

2D NMRpeakassignments35,alloymodeling_6 andpharmacophoreelucidation37.

The method drawson ourGA-based small molecule conformationwork27,with a
a

few modificationsto make dockingpractical.First,we define a pivot atom in the ligandto

serve as the origin for translating and rotating the molecule. Second, to increase

computationalefficiency, we screenall conformationswith a fast "bumpcount" potential

thatrejects all conformationsin which the ligandpenetratesinto the protein.Third,we use

a "growing"algorithm in whichonly a small portionof the ligand is initially docked.This

sub-molecule contains the pivot atom and its nearestneighbors.As the search proceeds,

atomsareaddedto the ligand until it hasgrown to its full extent.

We begin by laying out the basic method for applyingGAs to the ligand docking

problem. We then present the results of a series of computations where we dock Cbz-

GlyP-Leu-Leu (ZGLL) into thermolysin. This system is chosen because a well refined

crystalstructureis available3s4° andbecause anotherdocking method has previously been

tested on this system7. Our method is able to find conformations that lie physically and

energeticallyclose to the crystalconformation.The majorpurposeof the runs is to learn

how to adjustGA searchparametersto increase the efficiency of the search. A series of

recommendationsispresentedaswellassome futuremodificationsthatwe planto

incorporateinto the method.

II. Computational Approach

Our approach to docking is similar to our basic conformational search method

describedpreviously_. A GA is used to generate a large numberof conformations that are

ranked based on energy. During the course of the search, conformations are found with

increasingly lowerenergy.In this section, we briefly describe the workingsof the GA and

oursearchapproach.

A. GeneticAlgorithm

GeneticAlgorithms19-24,41,42providea methodforfindingoptimainhigh

dimensionalsearchspaces.Inthenextsub-section,we describetheparticularconformation

spacewe willsearchover,whileherewe concentrateonthebasicsoftheGA itself.The

GA evolvesapopulationofstringswhichrepresentconformations.Stringscompeteto

entera breedingpoolbasedon theirfitness,whichcorrespondstotheenergyofthe

conformationtheyrepresent.Overaperiodofmany generations,successivelymorefit



individuals(i.e. conformationswithlower energy)evolve throughthe processof selection,

• breeding and mutation. The GA provides a mechanism for efficiently but coarsely

searching conformationspace. The result at the end of the evolution process is a set of

• conformationsthatcanbe analyzedandinparticular,can be gradientminimized.

The form of the GA we use is a modified,binaryencodedversion of Mtihlenbein's

breedingGA method41,4LWhensearchingfor an optimalmolecular conformation, a GA

populationof size N will consist of N setsof M variableswhich we describe here as a set

of torsionalangles, [0b...,0M]. Each setof M anglesprescribesa molecularconformation

whose energycan be evaluated. Each angle is storedin graycoded binaryrepresentation

andthe binarystringrepresentingtheset of M angles is referredto asa chromosome. Each

oftheN chromosomesisM timesW bitslong,whereW isthewordsize,ornumberof

bitsusedtoencodeasingleangle.Increasingthenumberofbitsincreasestheresolutionof

thesearch.Thenumberofvaluesananglecanassumeis2W, soincreasingW increases

thenumberofvaluestobeconsideredforeachoftheM anglesandreducesthedifference

betweenvaluesdifferinginonlyIbitbyafactorof2.

. A chromosome'sfitnessisevaluatedinaseriesofsteps.Firsteachchromosomeis

decodedintoasetoftorsionalangles.Themoleculetobeoptimizedisthenbuiltwiththe

. variabletorsionanglessettovaluesdefinedby thechromosome.The energyofthe

conformationiscalculatedand isassignedtothefitness,wherethelowertheenergy,the

higherthefitness.Once thefitnessofeach chromosomehasbeenevaluated,the

operationsofselection,reproduction,crossoverbreedingandmutationarecarriedoutin

ordertocreatea new populationforthenextgeneration.We useeitherstepfunction

selectioninwhichallparentsinthetopP% ofthepopulation,basedonfitness,haveequal

probabilitiesofbeingselectedtoenterthebreedingpool;orroulettewheelselectionin

whichparentsarechosenforthebreedingpoolwithaprobabilitybasedontheirfitness.A

parent who has rank i out of N individualshas a probabilityof

N(E_ - E_)/_NE,, x- Zi_t Ei] of being selected, where Ei is the energy of parent i and

Era,x is the maximum, or worst energy currently in the population. The reproduction

operatorexactlyreproducesa copy of a chromosomein the currentgenerationso thatit will

appear in the next generation. Crossoverbreeding tradessubsetsof angles between two

chromosomes. For instance if a crossoverpoint were chosen between the bits for the ith

• and(i+1)stangles, the twoparent chromosomes:

[t_ l,...,O_i,Cti+ l,...,O_M] ,



[_l,...,_i,_i+l,...,_M]

would produce thetwo childchromosomeswith anglevalues:

[¢Zl ,...,O_i,_i+l ,...,_ M] ,

[_ l,...,_i,O_i+l,...,O_u] •

Mutation, if it occurs, causes a bit to be changed from its current value (0 or 1) to the

alternatevalue (1 or 0). The mutationrateis defined as the probability that a given bit will

flip. For instance, if a mutation rate of 0.1 is used with a 10 bit chromosome, each

chromosomewill haveon average one mutationeach generation.

The initialpopulationis generatedby using a randomnumbergeneratorto set each

bit in each chromosome to either 0 or 1.Populationscanbe comprised of sub-populations

known as niches, which have different initial chromosomes. Each niche proceeds

independently which allows for checking dependence on initial conditions. Within a

niche, abit is convergedwhen a preset fractionof the chromosomeshas the samevalue in a

given bit position. For example, with a convergence threshold of 0.8 and a population of

size 10, if there was a bit position that had the same value (0 or I) in at least 8 of the

chromosomes then that position would be converged. Full convergence is reached when all m

bits arcconverged.

A feature that we find to be important is niche interaction.In the case that several

niches are running in parallel, it helps all of them if they occasionally pass information back

and forth. The way this is done is that at specified generations, before the new sub-

populations are formed, the best individual in each niche is passed to each of the other

niches. These replace the worst individuals in each niche. This is helpful because an

individual sub-population will tend to converge onto one or two regions. By introducing a

few individuals with good fimess which can lie in other regions of conformation space, the

search space can broaden, with the result that new and often better regions can be found.

To summarize, a generation consists of the following steps. The fitness of each

chromosome is evaluated. The chromosomes are then ranked in order of fitness from best

to worst. In the elitist mode (always used here) the best chromosome from one generation

reproduces a duplicate child for the next generation. If niche interaction is to occur in the

current generation, the best individual in each niche is passed to each other niche. Next,

parents are selected for crossover breeding to fill the remainder of the next generation.



Pairs of parents are randomly selected from the available pool for crossover breeding to

• produce the next generation's chromosomes. The mutation operator then acts on these

chromosomes. The fitness of each individual is once again calculated and the process

. repeats until the requested number of generations have transpired or the population has

converged. There are a variety of stopping criteria that one can use some of which are

discussed in Ref.26.

B. Conformational Search Strategy

Here we describe the translation from the generic GA chromosome to a molecular

conformation and from there to an energy or fitness. We treat the case of a flexible

molecule or ligand docking into the binding pocket of a rigid protein. A conformation is

defined by the position and orientation of the ligand as a whole and the values of its

dihedral angles. Bond distances and angles are typically fixed during the search phase.

We define one atom in the ligand as the "pivot" and one in the protein as the

"target". These should be chosen from some knowledge that the pivot and target atoms will

lie close to one another in the actual bound conformation. A reference position is chosen

for the pivot atom, lying close to its expected position in the bound conformation. A

conformation is built as follows, starting from a constant reference conformation. Each of

" the dihedrals is set to the value prescribed by the chromosome. The direction of the dihedral

is specified so that atoms on the pivot side of the bond being rotated do not move. Once the

dihedrals are positioned, the ligand as a whole is rotated about the pivot atom using 3 Euler

angle values. Finally, the ligand is positioned in the binding site by placing the pivot atom

at the reference position and then adding a specified offset (_Sx,tS;y,&). The Euler angles

span the range from 0-360. In our numerical calculations, we let the offset variables span

the range -1.5< 8x < 1.5, etc. This ensures that all conformations of the ligand are

"interesting" in that they lie close to the binding site. The chromosome is a bit string that

codes for the 3 offset values, the 3 Euler angles and the specified number of dihedral

angles.

Once the conformation is defined, the energy can be calculated. For all

, conformations, we fin-stcalculate a "bump energy". This is defined as

. E_._,,p= lO00Nb, d - lON,ood + 100000-10(Rer -Re) 2 (1)



whereNbaais the numberof "bad" Van Der Waals contacts (defined below), Nsoodis the

number of "good" contacts, R/ris the distance from the pivot to the target, and Ro is the

reference distance. To calculate the number of good and bad contacts, each ligand atom -

protein atom distance is calculated. If that distance is closer than an inner cut off, Nbaais

incremented. If the distance is between the inner and outer cutoffs, then Nsood is
incremented.The inner cutoff is defined to be 0.4 times the sum of the Van der Waals radii

of the two atoms and the outer cut off is defined as 1.25 times the same sum. The

performance of the method is relatively insensitive to the precise values of the numerical

parameters in Eq. (I). The main requirements arethat conformations that penetrate into the

protein arc heavily penalized and that the best values of the bump energy are greater than

the values of the MM energy calculated for non-interpenetrating conformations. The

rational behind calculating the bump energy is that it is fast and provides a good diagnostic

of whether a conformation will have a high MM energy because of bad non-bonded

contacts.

If a conformationhas no bad contacts, then the full MM energy is calculated and

returned as the fimess. We use the CHARMm 43 force field as implemented in CCEMD, a

C-languagemoleculardynamics/molecularmechanicsprogramwhichisbasedontheMD

codeofWindemuth,etal.44To speedupthecomputations,nobond,angleordihedral

energytermsarecalculatedforfixedatomsandnofixed-atom/fixed-atomnon-bonded

termsarccalculated.IftheMM energyissufficientlylow,we alsohavetheoptionto

performagradientminimizationoftheconformationandtoreturntheminimizedenergyas
thefitness.

A furthermodificationtothebasicmethodwhichisvitaltoitsefficiencyiswhat

we call"growing".Duringtheearlypartofthesearch,fewconformationswillbefound

thatcanslipintoatypicallynarrowbindingsite,andmucheffortwillbewasted.Theidea

behindgrowingisthatasmallpartoftheligandaroundthepivotatomisdockedinitially.

This sub-moleculeissmallenoughthattheGA willquicklyfinda few good

conformations. After aperiod of time, the ligand is grown by adding.the nearest neighbors

of the atoms currently included, and the now slightly larger sub-molecule is allowed to

search for low energy conformations starting from, but not limited to, a set of reasonable

conformations. The growing procedure continues until the entire ligand is included, but the

GA search continues on for many generations after the growing procedure terminates. The

growing algorithm is implemented as follows. The initial sub-molecule is made up of the

pivot atom and its nearest neighbors. All other ligand atoms are added to the non-bonded
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exclusion list so thateven ff theypenetrateinto the protein,no energypenaltyis incurred.

- This is truefor both the bump energyandthe MMenergy.However, the full chromosome

is used and all dihedrals are manipulated.This sub=moleculeis used for the first "grow

. period"generations.At the end of each grow period, the nearest neighbors of each of the

currently included atoms arc deleted from the non-bond exclusion list and another set of

"growperiod"generations is run.

Pseudo code for the logic of the main loop of the docking program is given in

Figure 1. The only piece that has not yet been described is the analysis stage. Once the

grow phase of the search is complete, we save to disk every conformation that passes the

bumpcount test. The set of orientationanddihedralvalues and the conformationalenergy

are also saved. At the end of the searchphase, the energyfile is readand conformationsare

sortedby energy.Duplicates are discarded, wheretwo conformations are consideredto be

duplicatesff their energiesarewithin 1kcal/mol andtheir conformationaldistance is within

5°. The conformationaldistancebetween conformationa and b is definedas

. r_o4= i=1(8_ - 0_)2 (2)

where for convenience the offset distance and the Eulerangles are included in the sum.
.J

Next, each uniqueconformationwithin 40 kcal/mol of the best foundduringthe GA search

is gradientminimized (this numberis designatedNbset) and a pdb file containingjust the

minimized ligand conformation is writtento disk with its final energy.These files are then

furtheranalyzedusing Sybyl4s.

III. Test Problem Definition

For our numerical tests, we dock the molecule ZGLL (Cbz-GlyP-Leu-Leu) into

thermolysin. The input files for our computations were prepared as follows. The crystal

structureof ZGLL in thermolysin was taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank
,

(pdb5tmn.ent). All modifications to the structure were performed in QUANTA.46 Each

residuewith at least one atomwithin 12tl, of any atomin the crystalconformationof ZGLL

was retained and all others were deleted. This includes crystallographically determined

waters,i.e. nearbywaters are includedandothers are deleted.The remainingresidueswere
i

capped with COOH or NH2 groups. All polar hydrogens were added. GLU 143 and HIS

231 were protonated as described in Ref.7. All aryl hydrogens were added. This was

11



found to be necessary to correctly define the fine details of the shape of the binding pocket

andtheZGI_ moleculeandtoreproduceproperbindinggeometries.Defaultchargesfrom

QUANTA wereused.At thisstage,pdb andpsffileswereproducedand allsubsequent

calculationswereperformedusingCCEMD. We usedinfinitecutoffsand a distance-

dependentdielectricwithacoefficientof2r.

Thenextstepwas torelaxtheorientationsofthewaterswhosehydrogenshadbeen

addedbyQUANTA inarbitrarydirections.AllatomsintheproteinandZGLL werefixed

andthewaterswereallowedtoreorient,usingconjugategradientminimization.Afterthis,

theproteinandwaterswerefixedandZGLL was relaxedtogeta referenceenergy.The

ZGLL ligandmoved onlyveryslightlyfromitscrystalconformation.The energyofthe

relaxedcrystalstructurewas -75.1kcal/mol.Inallofourcalculations,theproteinand

associatedwatersaretreatedasfixed,andonlytheZGLL ligandisallowedtomove.In

Figure2,we show thestructureofZGLL and itsrotatabledihedrals.Each ofthenon-

rotatabledihedralswasfixedinthetrans,orientation.

IV. Numerical Results

The phosphorus atom in ZGLL is defined as the pivot atom and the Zn atom in

thermolysin is defined as the target atom. See Section lIB for a description of the pivot and

target atoms. The nominal pivot-target distance is 3.25 A and the nominal position of the

pivot is (51.73,18.97,-6.10) which is the crystal position of the phosphorus atom. The

pivot atom was allowed to move +1.5 A from the nominal position in each direction

(x,y,z). The Euler angles and the dihedrals were allowed to rotate over the entire range 0-

360 °. We used 10 bits to represent each variable, so the resolution is 0.003 A in the pivot

positioning and is 0.35 ° in each of the angle variables. The search space has 20 degrees of

freedom - 6 for the overall position and orientation and 14 dihedral angles. Therefore the

chromosomes each contain 200 bits. Several runs were performed to determine how the

search variables affected the efficiency of the search. These variables include: (1) the

population size; (2) number of niches; (3) grow period; (4) use of gradient minimization

during the search; (5) convergence criteria for the gradient minimization; (6) selection

method; and (7) the selection and mutation rates. Table 1 summarizes the input parameters

for the runs and some measures relevant to the performance. Each run was allowed to

proceed for 500 generations except for one case noted in the table. Niche interaction

occurredevery50 generations.
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From Table 1, we can already draw some conclusions about what helps and what

• does not in the search, based on the final lowest energy found in each run. The relevant

energy is Ebest (2) from Table 1, i.e. the energy after final gradient minimization. We

. discuss other criteria below. For instance, going from 1 niche to 4 always yields lower

final energies which can be seen by comparing the run pairs (4,1), (8,9) and (12,13). The

two runs in each pair differ only in that the first uses 1 niche and the second uses 4. In

each case there is a large decrease in the best energy found and an increase in the number of

low energy conformations found when 4 niches arc used instead of 1. To test if the effect is

just one of having 4 times as many individuals, we compared runs 2 and 4 which only

differ by population (100 vs. 400). Both used a single niche. Here the results are

interesting, but difficult to explain because the larger population actually did significantly

worse. This shows that the search is sensitive to initial conditions so that starting with

multiple populations is important. Both runs effectively converged relatively quickly to one

or two regions of conformation space; the larger run just happened to not find one of the

lower energy regions.

By far the worst run is number 3 where no growing was done. We tried several

other combinations of variables without growing and none of them helped. So far we have

been unable to get the method started without growing. We tried longer grow periods, up

to 10 generations, but they did not work significantly better tha_ a period of 4. Table 1

also shows that some degree of gradient minimization of "useful" candidate structures

during the search phase is helpful. Otherwise, the energies that are passed back as the

fitness function can be dominated by one or a few exceptionally high energy interactions.

These could be easily alleviated with a few steps of gradient minimization. However it is

not essential in our experience to pass back the coordinates of the minimized structure or

to minimize to completion. Performing a few steps of minimization proved in our hands to

be the best compromise between a time consuming complete minimization and a potentially

misleading energy resulting from no minimization at all. However, minimization during

the search phase can be very expensive, increasing the search cost by a factor of between 5

and 30.

, The step function selection method works better than roulette wheel selection. This

is due to the fact that in a population with fitnesses of widely varying magnitudes, the

lowest energy conformations will dominate. (For instance energies of conformations vary

between -80 and +10000.) These will quickly take over the population, and drive it into a

local minimum. Roulette wheel selection is best used on fitness landscapes with less
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variabilityin magnitudethanwe havehere.Low selection ratesarebetterthan high rates.

This seems to be due to the fact that in a given generation,only a small fraction of the

individualsareviable,meaning thatthey pass the bumpcounttest.This fractionis between

10 and20%typically.High selectionrates havethe effect of diluting the contributionto the

gene pool of the best 10-20%of the parentsby including more low fitness, non-viable

parents in the breedingpool. These parents are less likely to produceviable children and

they thereforeslow down the rateof evolution. The effect of each of the search variables

are summarizedin Table 2. Fromthis we arriveat the conclusionthat it is best to : (1) use

niching; (2) use growing; (3) use a few steps of gradient minimization during the search

phase; (4) use step function selection; and (5) use relatively low selection and mutation

rates.

In any attempt to dock a guest molecule into a host, one is faced with questions

about how to best evaluate the results. In the preceding discussing we evaluated an

individual docked structure based solely on the final energy. However, there are other

criteria for assessment in this case because we know the "right" answer, from the

experimental crystal structure. Obviously, a successful run would be one where the
J

docking algorithm converged, in a reasonable amount of time, to the single experimental

crystal conformation. Several factors separate reality from this ideal scenario. In most real

cases, even where an x-ray structure of the protein-ligand complex exists, it is not clear if

the experimental solution is unique or instead if several energetically degenerate states exist

from which the crystallization or soaking conditions have simply selected one. Thus a non-

unique result from the run need not be viewed as a failure of the method. One important

question that can be asked is whether a run finds the particular docked mode that had been

observed in the crystal structure. It is safe to assume that this configuration of protein and

ligand will represent a low energy state even though it may not be the only one possible.

We now expand our analysis of the runs to include 4 criteria, including the final

best energy which has already been discussed. These are: (1) the energy of the best docked

conformation (as the protein/ligand complex) from the run. This was always compared to

the energy of the crystal structure (=-75.13 kcal/mol). (2) The minimum all atom RMS

deviation of the ligand from its known crystal structure. This involved all of the atoms in

the ligand that were used during docking (including hydrogens) in our test system (41

atoms). This criterion was used to see how close the run came to actually visiting the

crystal conformation at any point during the run, regardless of energy. (3) The minimum

torsional RMS deviation of the ligand from the known crystal structure. This was a

14



measure of the same criterionas in point 2 above but in torsionalspace instead of Cartesian

• space. (4) The overall efficiency of the run as measured by the total CPU time used. We

have observedthat the analysis of the combination of the two RMScriteria is often better

. than either one alone. Sometimeswhen torsions aresequentially arrangedin a linear array

of rotatable bonds, a slight deviation of a value for a rotatable torsionin a bond that is early

in the seq_'_cncewill result in great apparent movement of all atoms past that point in the

molecule.This will be reflectedin a large all atomRMS even though the two conformations

are clearly very similar to the eye. Correspondingly, large compensatory deviations can

occur in adjacenttorsions to produceconformationsthat have low all atom RMSvalues but

relativelylarge torsionalRMSvalues. It is only by viewing both these measurethat we find

that we get a goodoverallmeasureof the "similarity"of two conformations to one another.

InTable 3, we rankeachof the runsagainstthe 4 criteriaand also give 2 composite

criteria.The score on which the fhst composite is rankedis the sum of the ranksof the 4

criteria, energy, all atom RMS, torsional RMS and total CPU time used. The score on

which the second composite is rankedis the same except that CPU time is ignored. For

instance,the Composite1 score of run1 is 2+3+3+9=17 and the composite score of run2

is 6+9+8+8=31.Thereforerun 1ranksabove run 2. There arc4 runs that rankin the top 4

using both composite scores, those being runs 1, 6, 9 and 11. All use the grow algorithm;
t

all but run 6 use 4 niches, all butrun 1 use minimizationduringthe search phase, and all

use step functionselection. Runs 11 and 6 use the high selection/mutationrate.With the

exception of run 6, the composite rankings substantially validate the conclusions

summarizedin Table2 of the effect of search variableson the success of the run. Run6 is

anomalous in several ways, and its success may be due to chance. It found very few

reasonableconformations,but some of those happenedto be low in energyand have small

RMS deviations.

Several interesting facts emerge from this analysis. None of the runs actually

convergedon the crystal structure. This is not unexpected(see above). However, one run

(9) found solutions that had better overall energies than the known crystal structure as

assessed in the same force field. Thus it may be concluded that the docking method is

" working.However, it may still be necessary to furthercalibrate the force field or to choose

another one. This issue is currently being addressed. In Figure 3, we show all of the

• conformations found during run 1 which were within 10 kcal/mol of the best conformation

found (which was 2 kcal/mol higher in energy than the crystal conformation). Plots for the

other runs look essentially the same. The basic structure is conserved but there are a wide
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varietyof conformationsof thephenylend whichcan move out awayfrom the protein.In

the forcefield used here,this groupmoves into vacuum;presumablywith a solvent model,

thishydrophobicgroupwill tendto move out of solutionand backtowardsthe surfaceof

the protein.Likewise, the carboxyl terminusof the ligand displaysquite a bit of flexibility.

Guida,et al.7 found similar fiexibility in their lowest energyconformations (c.f. Figure2

of Ref.7).

Figures 4a-4d are scatterplots showing the correlationbetween final energy and

eitherall atom RMSdeviationor torsionalRMS deviationfromthe crystal structure.Plots

are given for the4 best runs I, 9, 6 and 1I. From these plots we see that there is at mosta

very weak correlation with all atom RMS and practically no correlation with torsional

RMS. There are no points in the torsional RMS plots with values near zero. In all

conformationsfound, the orientationof thepeptideO-C-N-H groupat the phenyl endwas

reversed, so that the amide hydrogenpointed into the proteinand the carbonyl oxygen

pointed away,rather than the reverseseen in the crystalstructure.This results from several

torsional angles being shifted significantlyfrom their values in the crystalconformation.

The last two torsion angles before the phenyl ring are also very variable. In Table 4, we
l.

comparethe energyand RMS criteriafor the beststructuresin each category forruns 1and

9. The fact that there are2 or 3 different conformationsin both cases underscores the lack
o

of correlation between RMS deviation and energy. In fact the best all atom RMS

conformations are 15 and 23 kcal/mol higher in energy than the lowest energy

conformations in the two runs. In Figures 5a-5e, we display the conformations tabulated

in Table4, superimposedon the crystalconformation.In all cases, the computed backbone

is close to the crystalbackbone,but the phenyl and carboxylends vary substantially. One

can also see the reversedconformationof the peptidegroupat the phenyl end.

V. Conclusions

In this paper we have demonstrated the feasibility of using a genetic algorithm

search method to dock flexible ligands into protein binding sites. For the test case

considered,our method was able to find conform, dons lower in energy than the crystal

conformation.The majorpurposesof this paperwereto describethe method, demonstrate

feasibility and explore how the method's efficiency was affected by changing selected

searchparameters. Severalother issues need to be addressedbefore the final usefulness of

the method can be measure_
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The firstis the accuracyof thepotentials, which will in largepartdetermine whether

• computed low energy conformations (which we find) correspond to actual low energy

conformations.This is part of a largerproblemof defining good potentials for proteins and

. ligands, butwe see one aspect as being more important than othersand this is the treatment

of water.Herethe only waters we treat are those determinedcrystallographically.Guida, et

al.7 found that if those water were removed, it was necessary to at least include a

continuum watermodel. We are currentlybuilding such a model into our code to test this

observation. It may stiUbe necessary to explicitly include a few important bound waters,

providedthat it is known that their positions are independent of the ligand being docked.

Guida, et al. also found that protein flexibility was required, which is a feature we do not

include. To increase the selectivity of the method, we may also need to include more

accuratecharges on the protein.

A second issue is one of speed. As reported here, our method can find

conformationsclose to the crystalstructure,although not the crystalconformationitself, in

about40 CPU hourson a workstation(see Run 1). This is acceptablefor studyingone or a

few compoundsbut is problematicif thousandsof compoundsare to be screenedas in the

" work of Kuntz and coworkerss.9.11,17.The two approaches we are investigating are

simply using a larger computer by porting the code to a massively parallel machine; and

- improving the basic efficiency of the serial version.We havenot optimized the numberof

generations run, and in fact, most of the runs did not make significant progress after about

300 generations.We also have not looked at the effectof changing the number of bits in the

binarychromosome which defines the resolution of the search. The resolution we use here

is probably unnecessarily high. More efficient energy functions could be implemented,

such as the grid methods used by Kuntz, et al.s,9,1L17

A considerable amount of work is being done in the docking area and it is

interestingto compare the functionality of the methods reported in the literature.In Table

5, we list each of the methods of which we are aware along with whether they include

ligand flexibility, protein flexibility, and full odentational motion of the ligand. From the

table we see that there are essentially four groups: (1) those that dock rigid ligands into

rigid proteins; (2) those that dock flexible ligands into rigid proteins; (3) those that dock

flexible ligands into flexible p: ateins; and (4) those that perform conformational search on

ligands in a protein pocket but do not varyoveraUtranslationand rotation of the ligand.The

present method falls into category (2) but can be extended to include protein flexibility by

adding torsional motion of selected protein sidechains to the GA chromosome. However, it

17



is an open questionwhetherthis added expense is justified in the absence of morerealistic

protein-ligandpotential functions.
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o

Run Pop Niche Grow Min. Select/ Search Analyze Nbest Ebest Ebest Best Best

mutate CPU CPU (1) (2) AARMS TRMS
,, ii i i iHll mm,i i I II

1 100 4 4 n 0.2/0.02 2058 396 453 -67.8 -73.5 1.26 53.9

2 100 1 4 n 0.2/0.02 605 288 351 -49.0 -53.1 2.20 77.9

3 100 1 0 n 0.2/0.02 466 187 44 348.7 63.0 3.06 76.0

4 400 1 4 n 0.2/0.02 2333 532 296 1.4 -24.9 2.54 73.1

5 100 1 4 n 0.5/0.05 95 7 2 47.6 -11.2 2.23 96.7

6 100 1 4 ya 0.5/0.05 323 22 11 32.9 -56.9 1.14 65.1

7 100 1 4 y 0.5/0.05 567 10 5 53.7 -22.7 1.56 91.1

8 100 1 4 y 0.2/0.02 21369 411 592 -55.6 -55.8 2.04 72.0

9 100 4 4 y 0.2/0.02 17270 641 1205 -70.7-80.0 1.05 50.4

10 100 4 4 n 0.5/0.05 384 5 2 105.7 -38.5 1.67 99.4
at

11 100 4 4 y 0.5/0.05 2579 101 71 -43.4 -62.5 1.41 33.1

- 12 100 1 4 n roul/O.02 91 3 1 417.2 25.1 2.16 107.5

13 100 4 4 n roul/O.02 377 11 5 45.9 -26.8 2.62 107.8
i

Table 1. Parametersfor the 13 runs performed.Pop is the population. Niche is the number of

niches each of size Pop. Grow is the grow period (see text). Min. says whether or not gradient

minimization was performed during the search phase. (a): In run 6, a smaller number of

minimization steps (5) was used than in the other runs (10). Select/Mutate are the selection and

mutationrates, roul indicates that roulette wheel selection rather than boxcar selection was used.

Search and Analyze CPU are the times (in minutes) used for the two phases on an SGI R4000

Indigo. Nbest is the numberof unique unminimizedconformationsfound within 40 kcal of the

minimum energyconformationbeforegradient minimization.Ebest (1) gives the lowest energy

found before final gradient minimization and Ebest (2) the lowest energy after gradient

. minimization. The two conformationsare typically not the same.The energy of the relaxedcrystal

conformation is -75.13. Best AARMS gives the best all atomrms dishancefromthe relaxedcrystal

• structure. Best TRMS gives the best torsion angle rms from the relaxed crystal structure. Neither

of these are necessarily the same conformation as Best E (2). All runs ran for 500 generations

except for 9 which was stopped after 130.
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_A variable RunPairs ,, Summaryof effect

Populationsize (2,4) Ambiguous

(100 vs. 400)

Number of niches (4,1) (8,9) (12,13) Addingniches alwayshelps

(1 vs. 4)
ill

Growperiod (3,1) Growingis required

(.0vs. 4) .....

Use of gradientmini_zation (1,9) (5,7) (2,8) Gradientminimization always

(no vs. yes) helps but is very expensive

Gradient minimization cony. (6,7) Ambiguous

(loose vs. fight)

Selectionmethod (2,12) (1,13) Step functionalways better

(step function vs. roulette than roulette wheel

wheel)
ii

Selection and mutationrates (1,10) (2,5) (8,7) (9,11) Lower rates always help

....!0.2/0.02 vs. 0.5/0.05)

m

Table 2 - A summary of the effect of GA run variables on the minimum energy found.
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Run Energy AARMS TRMS CPU ,,Composite 1 Composite 2
i ill i i

" 1 2 3 3 9 3 2(0

2 6 9 8 8 7 5

3 13 13 7 7 13 10(t)

4 9 11 6 11 1O(t) 7

5 11 10 10 2 8(0 8

6 4 2 4 3 1 3

7 10 5 9 6 6 (t) 6(t)

8 5 7 5 13 6 (t) 4

9 1 1 2 12 2 1

10 7 6 11 5 5 6(0

11 3 4 1 10 4 2(0

12 12 8 12 1 8(0 9

13 8 12 13.... 4 10 (t) 10(0

Table 3 - Ranking of the runs by criteriaother than the best energy found. The first 3

• columns give the ranks of therunsbased on the best conformationfound,as measuredby

energy,allatomRMS deviationfromthecrystalconformationandtorsionalRMS deviation

fromthecrystal.Thefourthcolunmgivestherankbasedon totalCPU time(search+

analysis)used,wheretherunusingtheleastamountoftimeisrankI.CompositeIisthe

rankbasedonthesumofcolumns1through4;Composite2istherankbasedjust0onthe

sumofcolumnsIthrough3,i.e.withCPU timeneglected.(t)indicatesatie.
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Conformation Energy AARMS TRMSIStll t t t

run 1 BestEnergy -73.5 1.44 65.9

Best AARMS -58.2 1.26 62.3

BestTRMS -70.8 1.52 53.9

run 9 Best Energy -80.0 1.90 81.8

Best AARMS -57.3 1.05 50.4

Best TRMS -57.3 1.05 50.4
i I

Table 4 - A comparison of the conformations that had the best rank for the 3 criteria of

final energy, all atom RMS (AARMS) and torsional RMS CIRMS) for runs 1 and 9.
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" Method Trans/Rot LigandFlexibility ProteinFlexibility References

Torsions AllTerms Torsions AllTerms

-. GA search ....... ' " Present
yes yes yes no no Work

i iiiiii i i i

Brownian yes no no no no 2.14
Dynamics

i i i

Systematic 19
Search no yes no no no

Monte Carlo 7
(Macromodel) no yes no no no

Annealed

Dynamics yes (?) yes(?) yes(?) yes(?) yes(?) 6

Steric Fitting 8,9,11,17
(DOCK) yes no no no no

Molecular ..............

Dynamics yes(?) yes yes yes yes 3,18

Misc. Hybrid 4
Methods yes yes yes no no

. no yes yes(?) no no 10,13,1s
i

yes yes yes yes yes 5

Distance Geometry yes yes yes(?) no no 1
i

Table 5 - A comparison of docking methods reported in the literature. This list is not

meant to exhaustive. It is merely intended to illustrate the different strategies that have been

used to dock small molecules into macromolecules. A question mark indicates that the

method could have the ability indicated, but that the reference either did not use the ability

or did not say it was used.
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Figure Captions:
t

Figure 1. Logic for the GA search.

" Figure 2. Structure of ZGLL with rotatable dihedrals defined.

Figure 3 - A plot showing all conformations found during run 1 that had energies within

I0kcal/molofthelowestenergystructureafterfinalgradientminimization.The crystal

conformationisrepresentedby heavylines.Note thelargedegreeofflexibilityatthe

phenylendandatthecarboxylgroup.

Figure4. ScatterplotsshowingRMS deviationfrom thecrystalstructurevs.final

energyforallstructureswhichweregradientminimized.TheleftpanelusestorsionalRMS

andtherightpanelusesallatomRMS. (a)Run I;(b)Run 9;(c)Run 6;(d)Run 1I.Note

thattherearcnopointswithtorsionalRMS closetoz_ro.Seetextforadiscussionofthis

point.

Figure5. Plotsshowinga number ofindividualconformationssuperimposedon the

. crystalconformation(darklines).(a)Lowest energyconformationfrom run I;(b)

conformationwithbestallatomRMS, run1;(c)conformationwithbesttorsionalRMS,

runI;(d)conformationwithlowestenergy,run9.Thisconformationalsohadthelowest

energyforanyrunintheset.(e)ConformationwithlowestallatomandtorsionalRMS,

run9.
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generate initial population

setup exclusion list for growing

for(i=l;i=Number of generations) {

if(i=multiple of grow period) grow ligand one shell

for(j=l,j=number of niches) {

evaluate conformations {

for(k=l;k=Population size) {

generate conformation k from chromosome k

fitness[k] = bump energy

if (Nb_=O) {

fitness[k] = MM energy

if(MM energy < threshold and minimization on)

fitness [k ]=gradient minimized MM energy

save conformation and energy to disk

)

)

)

sort population by fitness

if(i=niche interaction generation)
t

exchange best individuals between niches

reproduce best individual

perform selection to define breeding pool

perform crossover breeding to form balance of new population

perform mutation on new population except best individual

)

)

analyze results {

sort all saved conformation by energy

delete duplicates

gradient minimize all conformations with energy < set value

)-
t,

Figure 1 - Logic for the GA search.
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Figure 2. Structure of ZGLL with rotatable dihedrals defined.
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Figure 5e
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